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This Guidance Memorandum (OG) ls intended for Federal
officials to aid.t)em In evaluating emergency plans and
preparedness for school children'dnring-a radiologilal
emergency.. Tis guidanbe is also intended ,for State and
local government officials and administrators of public and
private schoolse including l1censeO and'government supported
pre-schools and day-care centers, for developing emergency
response plans and preparedness for protecting the health and
safety of students.

fiaskgromid

The joint Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEKA) and
Nuclear Regulatory Commission MC) guidance document, ItJRG-
0654/fEHA-rIP-l, provides criteria for protective actions for
persons, including school children, within the plume exposure
pathway emergency planning zone (EWz) In the event such
protective actions are needed in response to-a radiological
emergency at a commercial nuclear power plant. The need to
address the Issue of protective actions tar school children
stems from both the lack of detailed guidance on this issue
and the expressed interest for such guidance from public
interest groups, State and local government officials and
Federal Regional officials.

Guidance is provided in this Gll on school evacuation In two
contexts: for developing emergency response plans and for
conducting and evaluating exercises. The primary method for
protecting school children examined Is evacuation to
relocation centers. This G1l is a companion of the lidance
on evacuation contained in GM 21, Acceptance Criteria for S
Evacuation Plans. This specific guidance telated to school
children Ls appropriate because of the Interest and concern
expressed about protecting the health and safety of school.
children during a radiological emergency at a commercial
nuclear power plant.
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Se2hool ZyAeuflaDn Conviderations

* t natffol SS flUeraotIn Ceinetrm. The evacuation of school
children under the continuous supervision of teachers and
administrators from a school to a relocation center Js a
viable and reasonable approach when confronted with a
radiological emergency. The decision to implement a
protective action recommendation to evacuate to a relocation
center should be tied to the nuclear power plant's emergency.
action level classification.

Some emergenc response plans include the protective action
strategies of early evacuation and early dismissal. If State
and local governments select one of these strategies, then
they ought to address it in their emergency response plan.
if a State or local government elects to employ earlYe 4

evacuation or early dismissal, this guidance is sufficiently
flexible to cover both strategies. All of the general
guidance for evacuation would apply I with the addition of the
special considerations for early protective actions at the
end of this GM.

The recommendation to school officials to evacuate the school
children to relocation centers should specify the area(s) to
be included in the evacuation. Por example, the evacuation
could include schools within the two-mile radius of the plant
and within three downwind sectors beyond the two-mile radius.

Prompt evacuation is not advisable during exceptional
situations such as having to drive through a radioactive
plume or Into a severe blizzard. - Under these circumstances,
the special population including school fchildrent handicapped
and/or immobile persons shouldbe. temporarily sheltered and
subsequently evacuated, If need be, as soon as conditions
permit.

School children and other special population evacuees (see
also GM 26, REP for Bandicapped Persons) should be relocated
outside the ten-mile EPZ in predesignated facilities to
ensure that the accountability, safety and security of the
evacuees can be maintained and to minimize vehicular traffic
and telephone one within the EPZ.

Geneol Coonsifrations. For whatever protective action
options are contained in eiergency plans, the plans should
include provision for notifying parents and uardians (e.g.
through the Emergency Broadcast System (5S3) of the status
and location of, their children during a radiological
emergency. Also, the plans should document the decision
makin process and criteria used f or developing emergency
procedures for implementing protective actioL measures for
8chool children. Acceptance criteria for developing and
evaluating emergency planning and preparedness for school
children are provided below.
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-flenninBa Sn AM Ze nXIn critadia

Us Protegiys Rea~gur

l A range of protective actions have been developed for the
pluae exposure pathway EPZ for emergency workers and the
public. Guidellnes for the choice of protective actions
during an emergency, consistent with Federal guidance,

I are developed and in place, and protective actions for
the ingestion exposure pathway EPZ appropriate to the
locale have been developed. (WREG-0654/FERA-E-l,
P. 59)

JAI. Each State and local organization shall establish a
capability for implementing protective actions based
upon protective action guides and other criteria. This
Shall be consistent with the recommendations of EPA
regarding exposure resulting from passage of
radioactiSve airborne plumes (EPA-SI2/1-75-O01l), and
with those of DsEN (DHHS)/DA regarding radioactive
contamination of human food and animal feeds as
published in the Eczerl £Egsiter of Beceaber T M4E r
*44 PFR 69B9t Qftek ?2r29i 142 EB A731-*

lf _; The organization's plans to implement, protective
measures for the pltue exposure pathbayishall include:

- J.lo.. Haps shoving evacuation routes, evacuation areas,
preselected radiological sampling and monitoring
points, relocation centers in host areas and shelter
areas (identification of radiological sampling and
monitoring points shall include the designators in
Table 3-1 or an equivalent tmiform system described
in the plan)I

.J10Qb. Maps showlng population distribution around the
nuclear facility. This shall be by evacuation areas
(licensees shall also present the informatlon in a
sector format)g

J.10-s. Means for notifying all segments of the transient
and resident populationg

0QJ82J6 Means for protecting those persons whose Mobility
may he Impaired due to such factors as institutional
or other confinementr

* For your information and reference, the 12115/78, DEHS
guidance has been superseded by the 10/22/82, guidance.
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L1Ls1n. ieansn of relocation

3.J-22 Relocation centers in host areas which are at least
five illes, and preferably .ten mile., kbeynd the
boundaries of the plume exposure EPZ (See L8);

L1° 1 Time estimates for evacuation of various sectors and
distances based on a dynamic analysis (time-motion
study under various conditions for the plume
exposure pathway EPZ (See Appendix 4Q1

Amen.z !L EMyation IeM EctivateE Witbit ±he *1 Ie
MLZ 6ure Pathwav fZerenc annin Zone

AmvW A.TI.e. special nenitif po~stfork

An estimate for this special population group shall usually
be done on an Lustitution-by-insttution basis. The means of
transportation are also highly individualized and shall be
described. schools shall be included In this segment (p. 4-

Ara gf jep.X1

these evaluation criteria address the key planning
requirements concerning the evacuation of students from
schools. The review under these criteria is intended to
ensure that adequate planning and preparedness capabilities
exist to enable school officials to evacuate students in the
event such a protective action is necessary during a
radiological emergency. This guidance covers those actions
from the initial notification to school officials of the need,
to evacuate the students to their arrival at relocation
centers or other protective actions. In addition to these
actions, the guidance also addresses time frames for
accomplishing the. protective actions.

Vor purposes of definition and reference to mWEG-C654/EMK-
REP-l, we are including "schools* among the types of
institutions, the mobility of whose population may be
impaired during a radiological ezaergency, because most
students are dependent on school officials for transportation
to and from their residences (See evaluation criterion

0.lO6.) Uso. 'schools are explicitly referenced in
Appendix 4 on pages 4-2 and 4-3 as a type of 'Special
Facility Population' for which evacuation time frames are
needed on an institution-by-institution basis. The term,
"schools,' as used in this CH refers to public and private
schools, and licensed or government sppported pre-schools and
day-care centers.
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An emergency plan will typically be acceptable under these
evaluation criteria if it fully addresses the following
emergency functions for the evacuation of, or other
appropriate protective measures for, school children.

Local governments should take the Initiative to identify and
* contact all Pubic and private school systems within the

designated plume exposure-pathway EN2 to assure that both
public and private school officials address appropriate
planning for protecting the health and safety of their

o students from a commercial nuclear power plant accident. The
planning of both the public and private school officials
should be closely coordinated with that of the local
government.

Local governments should ensure that a ropriate
organizational officials assume respC bility for the
emergency planning and preparedness for all of the identified
schools. Local governments should also ensure that the
emergency planning undertaken by these organizations is
integrated within the larger offslte emergency management
framework for the particular nuclear power plant site.

In accordance with the guidance contained in Gi 21, the
evacuation planning undertaken may be developed in three
contexts:

(.1) Part of the existing radiological emergency
preparedness plans,

(2) A separate annex of an existing integrated
emergency plan for many types of disasters and
emergencies or

(3) A separate evacuation plan for all of the schools in
each school system.

School officials should document in the plan the basis for
determining the proper protective action (e*g., evacuation,
early Preparatory measures, early evacuation, sheltering,
early diamisal or combination) includings

* Identification of the organization and officials
responsible for both planning and effecting the
protective action.

* Institution-specific informations'

- name and location of schooll

- type of school and age grouping (e.g., public
elementary school grades kindergarten through sixth)i

S
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- Total population (students, faculty and other
b ~employees) g

- Ileans for effecting protective actions: C)
- Specific resources allocated for transportation and

supporting letters of agreement If resources are
provided ftom external sources and

- Wave and location of relocation centerCsh, and
transport route , if applicable.

* tf parts of the inititution-speciftc information a j y to
many or all schools, then the Information may be
presented generically.

* Time frames for effecting.the'piotective actions.

* Heans for alerting and notifying appropriate persons and
groups associated with the schools and the students
noludinge

- Identification of the organization responsible for
providing emergency information to the schoolsl

- The method (e.g., siren and telephone calls) for
contacting and providing emergency Lnformation on
recormended protective actions to school officials-

- The method (e.g., siren, tone alert radios and
telephone calls) for contacting and activating
designated dispatchers and school bus driversg and

- he method (e.g., MS. messages) --for notifying parents
and uardians of the status and location of their
children. -

Plannins BLan!And n y v1ation Crsijeri

N. Znzsiase gV ZaLU1.B

\ uainnin~ tankxrdl
Periodic ezerc$ses are (will be) conducted to evaluate major
portions if emergency response capabilities. Periodic drills
are (vilL be) conducted to develop and mzaltain key skills.
Inadequacies Identified as a result of ezerciseB or drills
are (Will be) corrected. (MNPRG-0E54/FEKA-=£-l, p. 71)
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. aluation Cri-terig

_ 1.a- An exercise is an event that tests the integrated
capability and a majar portion of the basic elements
existing within emergency preparedness plans and
organizations. The emergency preparedness exercise
shall simulate an emergency that results in offsite
radiological releases whicE would require prompt
response by offcite authorities. Exercises shall be
conducted ar set forth in INRC and rFEmA rules.

L An exercise shall include aobilization of State and
local personnel resources adequate to verify the
capability to respond to an accident scenario
requirig response. The organisation shall provide
for a critique of the biennial exercise by Lederal
and State observers/evaluators. The scenario should
be varied £tom exercise to exercise such that all
major elements of the plant and preparedness
organizations are tested within a six-year perlod.
Each organization should make provisions to start an
exercise between 6:00 p.m. and 4:00 av.m once every
six years. Exercises sbould be conducted during
different seasons of the year within a six-year
period in order to provide for exercising under
various weatber conditions. Some exercises should be
unannounced.

ELit. Official observers froam Federal, State or local
governments will observe, critique and evaluate the
required exercises. A critique shall be scheduled at
the conclusion of the exercise to evaluate the ability
of organizations to respond as called for In the plan.
The critique shall be conducted as soon as practicable
after the exercise, and a formal evaluation should
result from the critique.

Armns 2f ML=

These evaluation criteria address exercise-related
requirements and their evaluation by Regional Assistance
Committee M&C) staff. In addition to identifying
capabilities for evacuating students or effecting early
dismissal as a umajor element* of an organization's emergency
response plan, suggestions are provided for conducting
interviews with officials from schools during an exercise.

* These provisions conform to the revision of evaluation
criterion X.Ltb of XDREG-0654/I lA-iE-l promulgated in
GM PR-It Policy on 1UEEG.-654/FEHA-REP-1 and 44 CFR 350
Periodic Requirements.
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hgegptance S~ei

Requirements are set forth Ln FERK (44 CPR 350.9) and TRC (10
CMR S0, Appendix EjVj.F.l-S.) rules for conducting periodic
exercises and drills. Under these requirements,
organizations with assigned responsibilities for protectinz
students are required to Demonstrate through exercises thebr
ability to implement emergency procedures contained in their
emergency response plans. However, the public (e.g., scIbool'
children) are not require' to participate in exercises.
Further, the actual use of school vehicles Is optional. The
demonstration of each organization's capability to implement
these measures in exercises will be evaluated by FEll and
other Federal officials.

The following functions should be demonstrated and evaluated
in exercises in which the evacuation of students is
necessitated by events in the exercise scenario:

2. Alerting and notification of appropriate school officials
by local emergency officials with respect to status of
radiological emergency and need to implement protective
actions, including evacuation

2. The contacting and notification of dispatchers and school
bus drivers, as appropriate, to inform them of any
potential or actual need for them to transport students
and

3* The provision of Information to the parents and .
ardians, as appropriate, concerning the status and

intended location or destination of the students.

With respect to simulating the evacuation of school children
in an exercise, the following guidelines are provided.

£. At the discretion of school officials, the bus driver may
proceed to drive a school bus to a relocation center, as
necessitated by the simulated exercise events.

2. an exercise evaluator wiii interview the relevant
personnel at the EOC's;, the School Superintendent's
office, the School Principal'; officet and the
Dispatcher's office, as well as the bus driver to
determine their awareness of and preparedness for the
evacuation of the school children. Pertinent questions
for the exercise evaluator pertaining to the dispatcher
and bus driver include:

fterstnmv ~eUnLtios Cernt1 _fl J±fLL

One or more EOC's may be involved In decisionmaking to
effect the evacuation of schools. For exatple, in some
States, local school evacuation must be coordinated with

8
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state officials. In such cases, observers may need to
concurrently evaluate evacuation or other protective
action decisionmaking in both State and local EOC's.

.1 Who made the decision for evacuation or other
protective action of schools and when?

2. What specific actions (evacuation, early dismissal or
s*heter) are incorporated in the decision and what
specific sectors/schools are impacted by this
decision?

3. When and from whom did the EDC receive information
about this decision?

4. when and whom did the EoC staff contact to Implement
this decision?

S. Did EOC staff undertake actions to assist school
evacuation or other protective action such as
securing guides, buses and assistance in traffic
control?

S ho uerintendent'E DQffUL

1. When and from whom did the superintendent receive
protective action instructions or recommendations?
What specific instructions or recommendations did the
superintendent receive?

2. What actions did the superintendent take to implement
these instructions or recommendations? Whom did the
superintendent contact and when?

S~hoo Prinrfal Of(Ice

1. when and from whom did the principal receive
protective action instructions? Uhat specific
Instructions did the principa2 receive?

2. What means of communications (e.g., telephone, tone
alert) were used to provide these instructions? Did
thils means of communication function adequately to
provide accurate and timely information?

3. What actions did the principal take to implement
these Instructions? Whom did the principal contact
and when?

pscpateber

1. When and from whom did the dispatcher receive the
instructions? What specific Instructions were
received?

9
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2. ITbhat means of cozmunications were used? 1?ere the
communications between the dispatcher and his/her
supervisor and the dispatcher anu the bus
driver aeequate to convey appropriate and timely
information?

4. When did the dispatcher Initiate notification to bus 4
drivers and guides to implement the evacuation or
other protective action plan? What specific
instructions were provided by the dispatcher? V1ow
long did it take to contact the bus driver to
give the order to evacuate?

U &rivrers/Gidier.

1. Wlhen and from whom did the bus drivers and guides
receive instructions? Ihat instructions were
received?

2. kThen did the driver arrive at the school?

3. Did the driver have an adequate map or knowledge of
the route?

4. Uat the driver aware of any agreement between the
drivers and local authorities for them to provide
their services in the event of a radiological
emergency?

5. Hlat means of communications were used? Uere
communications with the dispatcher adekate to
convey appropriate and timely information?

6. Did the ezercise play necessitate a change in
Instructions to bus drivers and guides? If so, what
were these new instructions? What means of
communications were used to contact the bus drivers
and guides? Was this means of communicatLon adequate?

EMAIMM Mns itorinn £flf Bfl E art sP Dr
gCylder Is Aes~lynatgfi -rnergenSM Horkeral

1. Were bus drivers arid guides provided with specific
means for radiation monitoring (e-g, dosimeters and
film badges) and exposure control (e.g., potassium
iodide, respiratory protection)?

2. Were but drivers and guides trained in the proper use
of these instrument; and materials?

3. Were instructions provided to the bug drivers and
guides for the authorization and use of potassium
iodide?

i0
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4. During the exercise, were Instructions given to alter
evacuation/early dismissal routes In order to avert
radiation exposure by bus drivers and guides?

:e lo~tIin Centers/Reiahborhoobs (ffor ;azrly -dsim, io

1. When 8ii the buses arrive at the relocation
center(s)/neighborhood Cs)?

2.. According to the exercise scenario events; did the
bus drivers go to the appropriate relocation
centers/neighborhoods? Did they arrive in a timely
manner to avert radiation exposure?

provisiEn 1& Everzen In>trgeti=n .e EArenty 0_8

1. Was information provided to parents and guardians on
the location of students, e.g., relocation centers,
early dismissal to residences or sheltering? When
was this information provided?

2. Wthat means (e.g., EBs messages and telephones) were
used to provide this Information?

3. Was this information provided in a tizely and
accurate manner according to the exercise scenario
events?

In some cases, answers to the above questions will be secured
from direct observation of the simulated evacuation, thus
obviating the interviews.

In addition to the guidance above on school evacuation, the
following special considerations are provided for use when
implementing other protective actions.

krxrx Prgoratorv Mrarayras, In order to facilitate the
implementation of protective actions, the following measures
should be considereds

a. inventory resources for mobilization e.g., school
buses and drivers.

b. Curtail extramural or extra curricular activities so
that school children are 6vailable for prompt
evacuation, if it becomes necessary.

11
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c. Select the rnethfod (e.g., EBS) and the-draft message
to notify parents and guardians of the status or
destination of their children if it becomes necessary
to take protective actions. _

d. Assure that the relocation center Is available in the
event evacuation is necessary.

Earl1 Evaeuation. Early evacuation is accelerating the
implementation of protective actions for school children
prlor to the activation of protective actions for the general
public. For example, if a plan calls for an evacuation of
the public at the "General Emergency level, then protective
actions for school children would be Initiated at the "Site
Area Emergency" level. In the event of a rapidly
deteriorating situation, school children would be evacuated
simultaneously with the general public.

Varly plainl While early dismissal of school children is
not addressed as an evacuation option per se In WREG-
0654/FE11A-1MP-l, It is incorporated in this GI! as a method
for accomplishing the intent of evaluation criteria under
planning standard J because of its use for other types of
emergencies such as imtinent natural hazards (e.g. 1
snowatorus). Batards such as a school fire or boiler failure
have a limited bazar6ous area, unlike an extended
radiological plumer tberefore, the early dismissal of
students to their parents and guardians may be prudent. The
greater area affected by severe weather, such au a blizzard,
usually does not jeopardize the health and safety of the
school children if they are dismissed early before the storm
or remain sheltered in the school. In contrast, the
radiological plume any make both the school and bone
undesirable shelters if both are in the plume exposure
pathway, or If a fast moving event could escalate to while
the children were in transit. Further, in the presence of
unstable meteorological conditions it is difficnlt to project
the movement of radiological releases. fTerefore, the unique
characteristics of a radiological emergency place limits on
the use of early dismissal as a viable protective action,
particularly in heavily populated areas.,

Evnatlon S1oiabine6 Pth £arl2 Ei isssli Early dismissal
used In conjunction with evacuation as described above
provides another option. The school children who reside in a
sector of the ten-mile EPZ not effected by the potential
danger or outside the ten-uile EPZ could be dismissed early
to their parents, guardians or -other supervision while those
students whose homes are potentally in the path of a
radioactive plume would be evacuated to designated relocation
centers.

12
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Behltering, Under certain cironustances sheltering may be
the preferred protective action (e.g., when there are
hazardous road conditions or the possibility exists that
evacuation may result in transporting students through the
plume).. Sheltering may be used as a primary or temporary
protective action depending upon the characteristics of the
radiological release and the status of weather and road
conditions.

GM EV-2 is issued subsequent to review and concurrence by NRC
staff who have determined that it provides clarification and
interpretation of existing NUREG-0654/FMKL-REP-l criteria
applicable to protective actions for Especial populations.'
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